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Abstract

Distributed applications are heavily influenced by the properties of the underlying network, i.e.,
bandwidth, link latency, packet loss rate and jitter. Nevertheless, researchers, practitioners and
engineers should be able to assess the impact of those properties on the system’s performance and
correctness. Those network properties have direct observable and measurable effects on the application,
while the internal behavior of the underlying network elements, such as switches and routers, is harder
to capture from an application perspective. This observation leads us to explore designs that only
emulate the macro behavior of complex topologies rather than its internal details. We present Need,
a decentralized network topology emulator that explores this idea. It emulates a network topology
beneath unmodified containerized applications, it is agnostic of the application language or transport
protocol and can scale to thousands of containers by adding more nodes to a cluster of commodity
machines. Our evaluation shows that Need emulation accuracy is on-par with state-of-the-art systems
that emulate the full state of the network. We show that it can be used not only to reproduce previous
results from the literature but also to assess the behavior of geo-distributed systems as if they were
deployed on a WAN testbed or production network.
Keywords: Network Emulation, Containers, Distributed Systems, Decentralized, Reproducibility

1. Introduction

Evaluating distributed systems is hard. The under-
lying network topology, in particular, can have a
drastic impact on key performance metrics, such
as throughput and latency but also on correct-
ness depending, for instance, on the asynchrony
assumptions made by the system designer. With
the increasingly popular deployment of geographi-
cally distributed applications operating at a global
scale, assessing the impact of geo-distribution, and
hence network topology, is fundamental to build
and tune systems that perform correctly. Unfor-
tunately, there is still an important gap between
the easiness of deploying a distributed system and
its evaluation.

On the one hand, the deployment of geographi-
cally distributed systems was made simpler thanks
to the increasing popularity of container technol-
ogy (e.g., Docker [15]). On the other hand, eval-
uating the performance of such systems once de-
ployed in production networks, especially at the
early stages of prototyping, is a particularly daunt-
ing, time-consuming and expensive task. This is
mainly due to the inherent variability of network
conditions (i.e., failures, contention and reconfigu-
rations). Hence, it is hard (if possible at all) to

systematically reproduce a specific system behavior
(e.g., observing a performance bottleneck) or force
pathological cases, such as a high packet loss in a
particular network segment, because these events
are beyond the control of system deployers. Nev-
ertheless, it is imperative to reproduce these con-
ditions to truly understand how systems react in
real-life conditions.

We argue that when developing a distributed ap-
plication, the emergent end-to-end properties, such
as latency, jitter, bandwidth and packet loss, are
more important to the system designer than the be-
havior of all the elements that compose a network
(e.g., switches, routers), which lead to these prop-
erties. As a matter of fact, the former have a di-
rect impact in application behavior while the latter
might not be observable by the application. Bear-
ing this in mind, we propose Need, an end-to-end
decentralized network topology emulator. Need
can emulate an arbitrary network topology without
having to model network elements such as routers
or switches. The key idea is to collapse the full
network topology to virtual links at each process,
while retaining the same end-to-end network prop-
erties. As an example, consider the topology on
Figure 1 (left), with two network elements (s1 and
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Figure 1: Left: sample topology with 3 processes
(sv1,sv2,c1) and 2 network elements (s1,s2). Right:
Need’s collapsed topology.

s2 ) and three processes (c1, sv1 and sv2 ). Rather
than emulating the full network and the state of the
switches (s1 and s2 ), Need collapses the topology
to end-to-end links between processes that retain
the properties of the original topology as depicted
in Figure 1 (right). This is achieved by locally shap-
ing outgoing traffic at each process. Whereas em-
ulating end-to-end-latency is simple (summing up
the latencies from the source to the destination),
bandwidth shaping is more challenging as we must
take contention into account. We achieve this via
a distributed algorithm for fair bandwidth sharing
between competing processes, detailed in depth in
Section 3.2.

Contributions. In summary, we present:
(1) Need, a decentralized end-to-end network
topology emulator, agnostic of the implementation
language and underlying transport protocol; (2) a
detailed evaluation that assesses Need emulation
accuracy in different scenarios and its comparison
with existing state-of-the-art systems; (3) a show-
case of the new types of experiments that Need en-
ables. For instance, we reproduce results from pub-
lished papers [18, 8], or study how Cassandra [12]
is affected by different network characteristics as-if
it was deployed on AWS, at a fraction of the costs.

Organization. This document is organized as
follows. We survey related work in Section 2. The
architecture and implementation of Need is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 presents our eval-
uation of the Need prototype. We conclude in Sec-
tion 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we detail how Need compares with
some representative network emulation systems.

User-space approaches. Trickle [10] uses dy-
namic linking and preloading functionality of Unix-
based systems to insert its code between unmodified
binaries and the system calls to the sockets API. It
performs bandwidth shaping and delay before del-
egating to the actual underlying socket calls. Al-
though multiple instances of Trickle can cooperate,
setting up a multi-host system to emulate large net-
works involves a lot of manual configuration since
there is no central deployment control system. In
contrast, Need works with any application that can
be packaged into containers, and seamlessly config-
ures multi-host systems to cooperate in emulation.

SplayNet [17] is a framework to allow emulation
of arbitrary network topologies, deployed across
several physical hosts in a fully decentralized man-
ner. SplayNet, is fully distributed as it does not
rely on dedicated processes for network emulation.
To emulate the network topology, SplayNet re-
lies on graph analysis and distributed congestion
emulation algorithms, effectively collapsing the in-
ner topology and delivering packets directly from
one emulated host to the destination host. How-
ever, it requires developers to implement their pro-
grams in a Domain Specific Language using the
Lua programming language, greatly hindering the
adoption of this tool to evaluate real-world systems.
Need adopts a similar fully decentralized approach
while completely overcoming its limitations. In fact,
Need can be used with unmodified, off-the-shelf
containerized applications and assess their perfor-
mances under different network conditions.

Kernel-space approaches. Next, we survey
network emulators that require explicit or special-
ized support from the underlying OS and kernel.
Dummynet [16] operates directly on a specific net-
work interface. It is used as a low-level tool to
build full-fledged research testbed, such as Model-
net [20]. Modelnet is a network emulation testbed
that allows the deployment of unmodified applica-
tions. Applications are deployed on edge nodes and
all network traffic is routed through a set of core
routers - dedicated machines that collectively em-
ulate the properties of the desired target network
before relaying the packets back to the destination’s
edge nodes. Need relies on Linux’s Traffic Control
(tc) [5] to provide similar low-level traffic shap-
ing features, but (1) without requiring dedicated
hosts and (2) at the same time providing a com-
plete testbed integrating with large-scale container
orchestration tools.

Emulab [22] is a network emulation testbed that
supports the deployment of user-provided operat-
ing systems. Similar to ModelNet and Need, it
relies on Linux’s tc or BSD’s Dummynet to shape
the traffic directly at the edge nodes. Emulab can
deploy large topologies across shared clusters while
maintaining the user requested resource allocation,
and the ability to perform this scheduling optimally.
Its graph coarsening technique is similar in principle
to the Need approach for collapsing the topology.

Mininet [13] emulates network topologies on a
single host. It relies on Linux’s lightweight virtu-
alization mechanisms (i.e., namespaces) to emu-
late separated network hosts. Similarly to Docker,
it creates virtual Ethernet pairs running in sepa-
rated namespaces and it assigns processes to those.
Mininet can emulate hundreds of networked hosts
(instances) on a single physical host, with dedicated
instances for switches and routers running on their
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Figure 2: Need architecture and workflow.

own processes. Conversely, Need does not require
these additional network instances, relying instead
on maintaining and updating the state of the em-
ulation at each container. Mininet is limited to
a single-host deployment hence preventing its use
for large-scale resource-intensive applications that
cannot fit a single machine. Maxinet [21] extends
Mininet to allow for cluster deployments of worker
hosts and with native support for Docker contain-
ers. It does so by tunneling links that cross differ-
ent workers. However, it requires all emulated hosts
that connect to the same switch to be deployed on
the same worker as the switch. In contrast, Need
does not impose co-located deployments of emu-
lated hosts and switches. Finally, Dockemu [19] is a
network emulation tool based on Docker containers.
It supports L1 and L2 link layer types, leveraging
network simulation techniques to emulate wireless
network topologies. As opposite to Need, Dock-
emu does not support cluster deployments, hence it
does not scale to large topologies.

To the best of our knowledge, Need is the only
system that can be used to deploy unmodified
container-based systems over emulated topologies
without any centralized node, supporting a rich set
of emulation features and still providing emulation
accuracy on par with existing state-of-the-art sys-
tems.

3. Architecture and Implementation

This section describes the architecture and imple-
mentation of Need. We first briefly describe the
workflow to use Need and then present the main
components in the subsequent sections. Figure 2
shows the overall architecture and the relation be-
tween these components. Given an existing con-
tainer image, the user extends it using a provided
Need template to produce a new image (Figure 2,
prepare step). Then, the user defines a topology de-
scription (define step) which is given as input to the
deployment generator, detailed in Section 3.1. The
deployment generator produces a new description
(a Docker Compose File [2]) which will be used by
the underlying container orchestration framework
(currently Docker Swarm [3]). Once deployed over

the cluster (deploy step), the core component (Sec-
tion 3.2) executes inside each container alongside
the application code and takes care of enforcing the
characteristics of the topology. This entails setting
up the initial network conditions, monitoring and
shaping outbound traffic to match current applica-
tion traffic within the constraints of the topology,
as well as communicating with other core instances
to maintain the state of the topology. In the re-
mainder of this section, we detail the architecture
and the inner workings of the deployment generator
and the emulation core.

3.1. Deployment Generator
The deployment generator translates the topology
description into a deployable format. The Need
topology description language extends that of Mod-
elnet [20], to facilitate porting existing topology
descriptions to the new format. The generator
parses the description and produces a Docker Com-
pose file, directly deployable on a Docker Swarm
cluster. The topology description language sup-
ports services, bridges and links elements. The
services correspond to Docker services. The
bridge elements correspond to generic networking
devices, e.g., routers, switches. The links con-
nect bridges and services. Links can be uni- or bi-
directional and can describe the following physical
characteristics, link latency, available bandwidth,
packet loss rate and jitter.

3.2. Emulation Core
The core is Need’s main component. It is respon-
sible for enforcing the actual topology constraints
on the inbound and outbound network traffic. The
core executes within every container. The main
challenge is how to enforce the topology constraints
in a fully decentralized fashion. We first provide a
high-level overview of our approach and then dis-
cuss the technical details.

Since Need does not directly emulate bridges,
nor their internal state, we need a way to accu-
rately describe the topology at the end hosts. The
key idea is to pick the shortest path between every
pair of hosts, which are composed of several links,
and then determine the properties of those paths.
For example, in Figure 1 the path between host c1
and server sv1 is composed of three different links.
Given this, it is easy to determine the static end-to-
end network properties. Formally, given a path P
composed of links P = {l1, l2, . . . , ln}, the latency,
jitter, packet loss, and bandwidth properties of the
path can be computed as follows:

Latency(P) =

n∑
i=1

Latency(li) (1)

Jitter(P) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

Jitter(li)
2

(2)
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Loss(P) = 1.0−
n∏

i=1

(1.0− Loss(li)) (3)

maxBandwidth(P) = min
∀li∈P

Bandwidth(li) (4)

For latency, packet loss and jitter (assuming a uni-
form distribution), it is enough to sum or multi-
ply the properties of the links (variance for the jit-
ter case). Bandwidth requires more considerations
though, as it is limited by the physical capacity of
the link, but also by all ongoing active flows on
that same link. The former is determined by the
link with the least bandwidth. However, the state
of the currently active flows must be continuously
computed at runtime. When different flows com-
pete for shared links, links get congested, resulting
in buffering packets, overflows and possibly packet
loss. TCP has built-in congestion control mech-
anisms and adjusts the throughput with the goal
of allowing all competing flows to get a fair band-
width share. In Need, instead of relying on TCP
to perform throughput adjustments, we leverage a
model to calculate a fair share of the available band-
width for each competing flow. This model ensures
that (1) the specified packet loss rate is respected,
even under congestion, and (2) it smooths out the
non-determinism of packet loss in protocols. As a
side-effect, this approach gives the experimenter in-
creased control over what is happening in the net-
work and leads to better reproducibility, as shown
in our evaluation. Specifically, we rely on the RTT-
Aware Min-Max model [14], which maximizes band-
width utilization on a link, while giving a share to
each flow that is proportional to its round-trip time.
Hence, the fair share of a flow is given by:

Share(f) =

1
RTT (f)∑n

i=1
1

RTT (fi)

(5)

where f ∈ {f1, f2, . . . , fn} are active flows using
bandwidth on a link.

In Need, we model congestion at the IP level
making the approach agnostic of the actual trans-
port protocol used by the application, which im-
plies that other congestion-unaware protocols such
as UDP will behave the same as TCP under con-
gestion. The bandwidth sharing model gives the
percentage of the maximum bandwidth any given
flow is allowed to use. However, it does not guar-
antee that the available bandwidth on a link will
be fully utilized, as a given flow might be using
less bandwidth than its given share because it is
further limited by another link in the topology.
In those cases, we perform a maximization step
that increases the share of the other flows, pro-
portional to their original shares. Containers pe-
riodically exchange metadata regarding bandwidth

netem htb prio

High 
priority

Low 
priority

u32

3rd oct. 4th oct.

metadata

netem htbnetem htb

filter qdisc+class

Figure 3: Need’s qdisc and filter hierarchy

usage per flow and then use the model above to lo-
cally compute their bandwidth restrictions. Enforc-
ing bandwidth limits, together with latency, jitter
and packet loss is achieved by using Linux’s tc [5],
which we will describe next.

The Emulation Core is split into two compo-
nents: (1) the tc abstraction layer that interacts
with Linux’s tc to enforce the network restrictions
and (2) the Emulation Core itself that manages the
emulation and implements the model discussed pre-
viously.

tc abstraction layer. This component is a li-
brary that provides an interface to setup point-to-
point network conditions, as well as retrieve infor-
mation about used bandwidth. The library is im-
plemented in C++ for performance reasons. The
architecture of this component is depicted in Fig-
ure 3. The tc abstraction layer maintains a priority
queuing discipline (prio qdisc) with two queues
for different priority. The high priority queue is
used internally by Need’s own control traffic and
is never throttled. The low priority queue is used
for the application’s traffic and it contains a hierar-
chy of queuing disciplines (qdiscs) for enforcing the
topology restrictions for each destination. For each
destination, we create a hierarchical token bucket
(htb qdisc) and attached it to the lowest priority
prio class. This qdisc is responsible for enforcing
the bandwidth throttling. Afterwards, we attach
to it a netem qdisc, responsible for enforcing the
latency, jitter, and packet loss rate.

Traffic is matched to netem qdiscs through u32
traffic control filters. Two filters are used, the first
one matches the traffic on the control port, and di-
rects it to the high priority class, as this consists
of emulation metadata that should not be throt-
tled. The second filter is a hashtable that matches
against the destination IP address of packets and
directs them to their corresponding netem qdisc.
Traffic directed to the netem qdisc will first be sub-
jected to the emulation of latency, jitter and packet
loss. When packets are dequeued from netem, they
are queued in the parent htb qdisc, to enforce band-
width restrictions. Finally, the packets are queued
in the parent’s low priority prio class. This struc-
ture is queried and updated very frequently during
each experiment, and hence a potential bottleneck.
To prevent this, we exploit netlink sockets [11] that
communicate directly with the kernel, circumvent-
ing the need to periodically spawn a new tc process
and thus minimizing overhead.
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Core. The Emulation Core is implemented in
Python. The execution is split into two stages: ini-
tialization and emulation loop. When the core is
launched, it parses the XML topology description
file and builds an internal graph data structure.
Once the graph is built, this component resolves
the names of all services to obtain their IP addresses
via the internal Swarm service discovery. Then, it
runs an all-pairs shortest path graph traversal to
find the shortest paths between the local instance
and all the other reachable instances. Finally, it
computes the properties of the collapsed topology
as described previously. The properties of the paths
are then enforced by the tc abstraction layer before
the Emulation Core moves to the emulation loop
stage.

The emulation loop maintains a data structure
with the bandwidth usage of each instance. It
works by periodically executing the following steps:
(1) clear the state of all local active flows; (2) obtain
the bandwidth usage by querying the tc abstraction
layer; (3) disseminate the local bandwidth usage to
the other instances; (4) compute bandwidth usage
on each path and its constituent links; (5) enforce
bandwidth restrictions. In parallel to the above al-
gorithm, each core instance collects the data sent at
step 3 by the other Emulation Core instances. This
is used in step 4 to compute the global bandwidth
usage on a link basis. The metadata with the band-
width information is disseminated through UDP.
While conceptually simple, the above loop suffers
from two problems, potentially leading to an invalid
calculation of the bandwidth shares. First, meta-
data packets can get lost, due to UDP unreliability.
Packet loss can cause the system to deviate from
the correct behavior, as the information contained
in the lost packets would not be taken into consid-
eration by our bandwidth sharing model. The sec-
ond problem is more subtle. If packets are delayed,
for instance, due to resource contention, they might
arrive too late at a given instance to be considered
for the RTT Aware Min-Max model in a given em-
ulation cycle. Even though observable packet loss
could be eliminated by using TCP rather than UDP,
retransmitted packets would be late and thus no
longer useful, hence the choice of UDP. We mitigate
the consequences of those two problems as follows.
When the available bandwidth on a given path is
decreased, the modification is applied immediately.
However, when it is increased, it is not possible to
distinguish between a flow effectively terminating
(thus releasing the bandwidth share), and a meta-
data packet lost or delayed. Hence, when increasing
the available bandwidth on a path, we choose a two-
fold strategy. First, we use an exponential weighted
moving average to smooth out temporary spikes.
Second, we compute and enforce bandwidth usage

(steps 4 and 5) only at every other loop. Therefore,
when no metadata is lost, and delay is negligible we
should effectively receive two measurements from
each instance before calculating the bandwidth re-
strictions. If this holds true, we only consider the
last received measurement. When packets are lost
or delayed, there should at least be one valid mea-
surement that can be used in step 5. Although prag-
matic, simple to implement and test, this scheme
tolerates at most one omission fault. Nonetheless,
the period of the loop and the number of measure-
ments collected affects the efficiency and accuracy
of the emulation. We study these trade-offs and
discuss how to find the correct configuration for a
given deployment in Section 4.

4. Evaluation
We evaluated Need through a series of micro- and
macro-benchmark experiments in our cluster. Fur-
thermore, to validate the soundness of our approach
against more realistic scenarios, we compare the
behavior of applications running on Amazon EC2
and under Need. Overall, our results show that:
(1) Need scales linearly with the number of flows
and containers, and has constant cost regardless of
the emulated bandwidth usage; (2) running an ap-
plication with Need in a cluster or in Amazon EC2
yields similar results; (3) Need emulation accuracy
is comparable with tools that emulate the full net-
work state such Mininet.

The evaluation follows this order. We study the
quality of link-level emulation capabilities in Sec-
tion 4.1. The network overhead of the metadata
dissemination is presented in Section 4.2, followed
by a study on how it affects the emulation accuracy
in Section 4.3. The reactiveness of the decentralized
bandwidth throttling mechanism is shown in Sec-
tion 4.4. We show the effects of concurrent deploy-
ments in Section 4.5. We compare Need against
Mininet and Maxinet in Section 4.6 for small and
large-scale topologies. Need is able to reproduce,
in a cluster environment, results obtained on a geo-
replicated deployment, such as on Amazon EC2.
We demonstrate this by reproducing the results of
BFT-Smart [18], a distributed consensus system.
Finally, we compare the results of a geo-replicated
Apache Cassandra deployment over 2 continents
with a deployment in our cluster in Section 4.7.

Evaluation settings. Our cluster is composed
of 5 Dell PowerEdge R630 server machines, with
64-cores Intel Xeon E5-2683v4 clocked at 2.10 GHz
CPU, 128 GB of RAM and connected by a Dell
S6010-ON 40 GbE switch. The nodes run Ubuntu
Linux 16.04 LTS, kernel v4.4.0-127-generic.

4.1. Link-level Emulation Capabilities
First we evaluate the accuracy of our bandwidth
shaping mechanism under a topology that con-
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C S128 Kb/s…4 Gb/s
1ms

Link BW Need Mininet trickle
Low:

128 Kb/s 122 Kb/s 123 Kb/s 262 Kb/s
256 Kb/s 245 Kb/s 286 Kb/s 472 Kb/s
512 Kb/s 490 Kb/s 490 Kb/s 717 Kb/s

Mid:
128 Mb/s 122 Mb/s 122 Mb/s 250 Mb/s
256 Mb/s 245 Mb/s 245 Mb/s 493 Mb/s
512 Mb/s 487 Mb/s 486 Mb/s 952 Mb/s

High:
1 Gb/s 954 Mb/s 933 Mb/s 1.67 Gb/s
2 Gb/s 1.91 Gb/s N/A 1.93 Gb/s
4 Gb/s 3.79 Gb/s N/A 4.12 Gb/s

Figure 4: Study of the bandwidth shaping accuracy
for different emulated link capacities and tools on a
client-server topology (top).

sists of two services running iPerf [4], connected by
one link. We access the accuracy across a range
of different target bandwidths, and compare the
results with the same experiment executed with
Mininet [13] and Trickle [10] a userspace band-
width shaper. The experiment runs for 60 seconds
and the average throughput is shown in Figure 4.
The values obtained with NEED and Mininet are
similar since both systems rely on the htb qdisc to
perform the bandwidth shaping. Mininet however
does not allow imposing bandwidth limits greater
than 1Gb/s. NEED does not impose that restric-
tion and ensures the same level of accuracy of both
systems at lower bandwidth rates (≈ 95%). Results
using the Trickle deviate significantly from the spec-
ified throughput rates.

4.2. Overhead of Metadata Traffic

Need relies on metadata dissemination to accu-
rately model and emulate bandwidth restrictions for
competing flows. In this section, we study the cost
of this metadata dissemination by deploying a sim-
ple dumbbell topology (Figure 1). We use iPerf [4]
to generate steady TCP traffic at 50Mbit/s, the
maximum capacity of the shared link. Client con-
tainers also disseminate metadata to every other
container in the system, except themselves. We de-
note each configuration by a triplet F/C/R with F

number of concurrent data flows, C total deployed
containers and R nodes receiving metadata informa-
tion. Results are shown in Figure 5. For instance,
the 1F/3C/1R case shows that metadata bandwidth
uses about 8.3Kbit/s. If we double the number
of receivers (1F/3C/2R), this grows to 16.6Kbit/s,
showing a linear growth as we add more contain-
ers to the system. This is because each meta-
data packet is sent once to all the containers, ex-
cept the flow’s source. If one doubles the num-
ber of flows and containers (2F/5C/4R), metadata
bandwidth grows linearly up to 66.4Kbit/s. For
our last two deployments, we deploy 3F/7C/6R and
then the same configuration with twice as much
upstream traffic consumed by the iPerf client (up
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Figure 5: Need metadata bandwidth with an in-
creasing number of flows and containers (1 source
and 1 destination per flow). F: concurrent data
flows, C total deployed containers, R nodes receiving
metadata information.

to 100MBit/s) showing that metadata bandwidth
does not increase with the emulated application
bandwidth.

4.3. Metadata and Emulation Accuracy

The dissemination period affects metadata band-
width but it can also affect, if configured incorrectly,
emulation accuracy. This is because metadata pack-
ets are disseminated through UDP and a very short
period results in more packets being transmitted,
and thus potentially higher packet loss. Shorter pe-
riods also shorten the time window available to re-
ceive and process metadata packets. We study the
impact of the period in the next experiment, shown
in Figure 6. The topology is a dumbbell with the
containers evenly split across two switches (clients
on one side, servers on the other). Each client runs
iPerf [4] without a throughput limit which will sat-
urate the inter-switch link. This link is configured
such that, for each topology, clients get a bandwidth
share of 20Mbit/s. For the first experiment, with
100 containers and a period of 50ms, all clients get
their share of bandwidth and the limit of 20Mbit/s
is only occasionally surpassed (with a maximum er-
ror of 1.2%). In the second configuration, we reduce
the period to 10ms. This leads to a degradation of
the emulation accuracy, with clients frequently sur-
passing the 20Mbit/s limit. This is due to mes-
sages not arriving in time to be considered in a
given emulation period window. In this scenario the
maximum deviation from the ideal result increases
to 2%. Decreasing the period is therefore some-
thing that should be avoided unless high-accuracy
response times to the rearrangement of flows is re-
quired. When we double the number of contain-
ers (to 200) while keeping the default 50ms period,
we observe a degradation of the emulation accuracy
mainly because the default configuration is too ag-
gressive for the available resources. By adjusting
the number of iterations from 2 to 4, Need can pro-
vide again accurate results. In this case the max-
imum error is 6.1%, but the 99th percentile only
exhibits an error of 3%. By increasing the iter-
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Figure 6: Emulation accuracy for different update
periods and total number containers. The topology
allows at most 20 Mbit/s per flow.

ation count we increase the ability of the system
to tolerate faults, and therefore improve accuracy,
at the cost of reaction time, which we discuss in
more detail in the next section. A good choice for
the dissemination period and iteration count will
depend on the number of containers and also on
the resources of the underlying cluster. The default
50ms dissemination period and 2x iteration count
was chosen for its good balance between accuracy
and reaction times.

4.4. Decentralized Bandwidth Throttling
The dissemination period impacts the reaction time
for traffic throttling, in particular when the number
of competing flows varies over time. To measure
this, we set up a simple 3-clients/3-server dumbbell
topology, depicted in Figure 7. The link connect-
ing both switches has a bandwidth of 50Mbit/s.
The three clients (C1, C2, C3) have a bandwidth of
50MBit/s, 50Mbit/s and 10Mbit/s, and an RTT
of 40ms, 50ms, and 50ms, respectively. Note that
clients C1 and C2 have the same bandwidth but dif-
ferent RTT. Given our bandwidth sharing model,
client C1 gets a higher share than client C2, propor-
tional to their respective RTTs.
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Figure 7: Dumbbell topology used to validate Need
bandwidth throttiling reaction time.

The experiment proceeds as follows. Initially,
only C1 has an active flow, and hence it uses all the
available bandwidth. After 3.5 seconds, C2 starts
and thus it will compete for bandwidth over the
shared link. At this point, since C2 has a smaller
RTT than C1, it gets a proportionally higher share
of bandwidth, following the model we describe in
Section 3.2. The reaction time, i.e., how long it
takes to Need to throttle down the bandwidth
available to C1 due to the competing flow from C2,
is around one second. At second 8, C3 starts and
quickly reaches its bandwidth limit of 10Mbit/s.
The bandwidth of the other two clients gets pro-
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Figure 9: Impact of deploying concurrent indepen-
dent experiments on the accuracy of the emulation.
The underlying physical cluster has sufficent avail-
able bandwidth to fully accomodate the emulated
topologies.

portionally adjusted to cope with this new compet-
ing flow also, also in around one second. Finally,
C2 and C3 stop allowing C1 to once again use the
maximum bandwidth allowed by the topology.

4.5. Concurrent Deployments
Next, we evaluate Need’s ability to concurrently
execute multiple experiments. The goal is to ob-
serve how the deployment of concurrent experi-
ments affects the emulation accuracy. Results are
depicted in Figure 9. First, we deploy a topology
with 60 containers, evenly split across a dumbbell
topology between clients and servers. The inter-
switch link has 600Mbit/s of bandwidth, and the
RTT of all links is 50ms. The 30 clients use iPerf [4]
to saturate the inter-switch link. Since all clients
have the same link bandwidth and RTT, each one
gets the same share of 20Mbit/s (Single exp. bar
in the plot). When running two or four indepen-
dent instances of the same experiment (Concurrent
exp. bars), the impact on accuracy is at most 1%
to the ideal value. These results demonstrate that,
as long as the underlying cluster has enough re-
sources, Need can safely execute concurrent exper-
iments without interference among them.

4.6. Comparison with Mininet and Maxinet
We now compare Need with Mininet [13] and Max-
inet [21]. We consider two main scenarios.

Small topologies. First, we consider the topol-
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Figure 10: Emulation accuracy in Need and
Mininet with under-saturated (90%, left) and fully-
saturated (right) shared links.

ogy in Figure 7. We use iPerf [4] to establish contin-
uous TCP data flows between clients and servers.
The experiments run for 10 minutes. We discard
the first 60s of traffic for the warm-up time. In the
first experiment, we assign to C1, C2, and C3 a tar-
get bandwidth of 20Mb/s, 15Mb/s and 10Mb/s,
respectively. The goal is to observe the behavior of
Need and Mininet when the inter-switch link is not
fully saturated. In this test scenario, the cumula-
tive bandwidth used by the three concurrent clients
totals 45Mb/s of a maximum bandwidth of 50Mb/s
allowed by the topology. Figure 10 (left) shows
our results, using a box-and-whiskers representa-
tion. The shaded grey area shows the total through-
put on the shared link. In this low-contention sce-
nario, Need and Mininet behave similarly. Con-
versely, when there is high contention and clients
saturate the link, on the right in Figure 10, the two
systems behave differently. This is due to Mininet
emulating the full state of the network topology.
In this high-contention scenario, the buffers in the
(emulated) switches fill up and drop packets, due
to the difference in the required and available band-
width. As a result, TCP adjusts the throughput of
connections independently, creating spikes and high
variance. This is especially observable for the C1

and C2 whiskers with Mininet in Figure 10 (right)
which show a high variance. Need does not em-
ulate buffers at the switches, preventing by design
packet loss from occurring at links where the packet
loss probability is set to 0%.

Large-scale topologies. Next, we consider
large-scale topologies generated using the preferen-
tial attachment algorithm [7]. This method yields
scale-free networks, which are representative of the
characteristics of Internet topologies. The experi-
ment consists of end-nodes sending ICMP echo re-
quests (ping) to other random end-nodes for 10
minutes. We compare the obtained round-trip
times (RTT) with the theoretical ones statically com-
puted from the topology. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1 as a mean squared error between
these two quantities. We considered two topolo-
gies, respectively with 1000 elements (666 services,
334 bridges) and 2000 elements (1344 services, 656

Topology size Need Mininet Maxinet
1000 0.0261 0.0079 28.0779
2000 0.0384 NA 347.5303

Table 1: Mean squared error exhibited on la-
tency tests with large scale-free topologies in Need,
Mininet and Maxinet.

bridges). Need and Maxinet are deployed on four
machines while Mininet is deployed in a single ma-
chine as a multiple machine deployment is not sup-
ported. We observe that Mininet produces smaller
errors than Need. The reasons are twofold. First,
the container networking in Docker introduces small
yet measurable delays. Second, because Need is
running on different physical machines, there is
also a small but measurable delay when packets
need to traverse the physical links. Despite these
two factors, the largest deviation from the theoret-
ical RTT observed with Need was 0.4ms in both
the 1000 and 2000 topologies. For reference, the
minimum theoretical RTT in the 1000 and 2000
topologies is 10ms and 22ms, respectively. Due to
the current limitations with Mininet, it was not
possible to gather results for the larger topology.
Maxinet requires an external controller to man-
age the emulated switches. We experimented with
several configurations with different controllers to
find out which one yielded the best results. The
controller configuration used for these experiments
rely on 4 distinct POX [6] controllers executing
the forwarding.l2 nx module, the best perform-
ing one for this scenario. The error obtained for
Maxinet is significantly higher than both Need and
Mininet, with the largest deviation reaching 11ms
and 40ms on the 1000 and 2000 topologies respec-
tively, larger than the minimum theoretical delays
in each topology. We attribute this to the over-
head of having an external controller, as well as
to the type of controller (with other configurations
producing even worse results). To a lesser extent,
Maxinet also suffers from the small yet measurable
delay when packets need to traverse the physical
links.

4.7. Geo-replicated systems

We now turn our attention to macro-benchmarks to
assess and motivate the behavior of Need in real-
world scenarios.

Reproducibility. In this experiment, we re-
produce results obtained for two Byzantine fault
tolerant state machine replication libraries: BFT-
SMaRt [8], and its optimized version Wheat [18].
The authors of these systems evaluate and com-
pare them through a geo-distributed deployment on
Amazon EC2 instances spanning 5 regions [18]. The
experiment consists of placing one server and one
client at each region, with servers running a simple
replicated counter. Aside from the experimental re-
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Figure 12: Throughput/latency of a geo-replicated
Cassandra deployment on Amazon EC2 and NEED.

sults, the authors also provide the measured average
latency and jitter between regions ( [18], Table II),
which we use to model a topology in Need that
mimics the one observed in their experiments.

Figure 11 shows the results of the original exper-
iment on EC2 (left), and using Need (right). As
we can observe, the results of executing the exper-
iment in Need are close to the results achieved by
the authors on EC2, with a maximum difference of
7.3% observable between the 90th percentiles of the
Wheat client in Ireland. BFT-SMaRt results were
even closer, with a maximum difference of 2.7%.

We attribute the difference to the following. Be-
cause the authors only provide the average and
standard deviation latency measurements, we as-
sumed for the Need experiments a normal jitter
distribution. However, the Amazon EC2 t1.micro

instances used by the authors in their experiments
are prone to jittery behavior which might not fol-
low a normal distribution. This is relevant in par-
ticular to Wheat as its more latency sensitive than
BFT-SMaRt and thus more affected by the jitter
distribution.

NoSQL evaluation. We now compare the re-
sults of benchmarking a geo-replicated Apache Cas-
sandra [1, 12] deployment on Amazon EC2 and on
NEED. The deployment consists of 4 replicas in
Frankfurt, 4 replicas in Sydney and 4 YCSB [9]
clients in Frankfurt. Cassandra is set up to ac-
tive replication with a replication factor of 2. The
YCSB operations are configured to require a quo-
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Figure 13: Throughput/latency of a geo-replicated
Cassandra on NEED using a hypothetical topology.

rum on updates and only one response on reads,
with a 50/50 mix of reads and updates. YCSB will
direct most requests at the replicas in Frankfurt
which are closer, however, a reply from the repli-
cas in Sydney must always be present for a write
quorum to succeed. In order to model the network
topology in NEED, we collected the average latency
and overall jitter between all the Amazon EC2 in-
stances used, prior to executing the experiment on
Amazon. Figure 12 shows the throughput-latency
curve obtained from the benchmark on both the real
deployment on Amazon and on Need. The curves
for both reads and updates are a close match, show-
ing only slight differences after the turning point
where response latencies climb fast, as Cassandra
replicas are under high stress.

Although we found it surprising that the latencies
on the update curve decrease slightly as throughput
increases (before the turning point), this behavior
occurs both on the real deployment and with Need.
This experiment demonstrates how such issues can
be identified, debugged and eliminated with Need
before a real (and costly) deployment is made.

The what-if use case. Finally, a possible use
for Need is evaluating applications in hypothetical
what-if scenarios. For instance, it might be useful
to know the behavior of Cassandra if the latencies
between EC2 regions were to be halved. In practice,
this would correspond to the scenario of moving 4
Cassandra nodes from Sydney (ap-southeast2) to
Singapore (ap-sotheast1). Figure 13 shows the
obtained results. For the sake of readability and
facilitate the comparison, we include the measure-
ments for the real EC2 latency with the hypotheti-
cal halved latency. In this case, Cassandra behaves
as expected: request latencies drop by about half
and Cassandra reaches higher throughputs.

5. Conclusion

The present work stems from the need to simplify
the evaluation of large-scale geo-distributed appli-
cations. Rather than emulating the full network
state, we argue that application-level metrics are
mostly affected by the macro network properties,
such as end-to-end latency, bandwidth, packet loss
and jitter. We assessed the feasibility of this idea
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by designing, implementing and evaluating Need
a decentralized network topology emulator. Our
experiments, on small and large-scale Internet-like
topologies, show that despite the simplifications
made about network state, Need is able to accu-
rately reproduce real-world deployments of off-the-
shelf popular systems, such as Apache Cassandra,
and to reproduce results presented in literature such
as the results from BFT-SMaRt [18]. Finally, Need
can also be used by engineers to predict applica-
tion performance and correctness under hypotheti-
cal, but fully controlled, network conditions.
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